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Abstract. Every Steiner triple system is a uniform hypergraph. The col-
oring of hypergraph and its special case Steiner triple systems, STS(v),
is studied extensively. But the defining set of the coloring of hypergraph
even its special case STS(v), is not explored yet. We study minimum
defining set and the largest minimal defining set for 3-coloring of STS(v).
We determined minimum defining set and the largest minimal defining
set, for all non-isomorphic STS(v), v ≤ 15. Also we have found the
defining number for all Steiner triple systems of order v, and some lower
bounds for the size of the largest minimal defining set for all Steiner
triple systems of order v, for each admissible v.
1. Introduction
We follow standard notations and concepts from graph theory and design
theory. For these, one may refer to [2], and [15].
A 2-(v, k, λ) design or a block design, for short, is a pair (V,B) where V
is a v-set and B is a collection of b k-subsets of V (blocks) such that, any
2-subset of V is contained in exactly λ blocks. These conditions imply that
each element of V is contained in constant number, r blocks. A 2-(v, 3, 1)
design is called a Steiner triple system, or STS(v).
Let D = (V,B) be a Steiner triple system of order v, STS(v). A (weak)
coloring of D is a mapping φ : V → C, where C is a set of cardinality m whose
elements are called colors, such that |φ(B)| > 1 for each B ∈ B, i.e. there
is no mono-chromatic triple. We say that D is m-colorable. The chromatic
number of D, χ(D) is the smallest value of m for which D admits a coloring
with m colors. A subset of elements assigned to the same color is called a
color class, i.e. for each c ∈ C, the set φ−1(c) = {x ∈ V : φ(x) = c} is coloring
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An easy counting argument established that only the unique, trivial
STS(3) is 2-chromatic. By using the Bose and the Skolem constructions [7],
we can construct an STS(v) with 3-chromatic. So for each v ≡ 1, 3 (mod 6),
v ≥ 7, there is exitly a Steiner triple system which is 3-chromatic.
In a given graph G, a set S of vertices with an assignment of colors is
called a defining set of the vertex coloring of G if there exists a unique exten-
sion of the colors of S to a χ(G)-coloring of the vertices of G. A defining set
with minimum cardinality is called a smallest defining set, and its cardinality
is the defining number, denoted by d(G,χ). If the coloring of vertices outside
a defining set is forced at each step, we say that the defining set is strong.
On the other hand, when in each case we have at least one vertex that it
has list coloring set with only one element the defining set is strong, and
when in some steps we do not have any vertices with list coloring set only
one element, the defining set is weak. There are some results on defining set
of vertex coloring of graphs, such as [8], [10], [9], and [11]. The concept of
a defining set has been studied, to some extent, for block designs, and also
under another name, a critical set, for Latin squares. A more general survey
of defining sets in combinatorics appears in [4].
Erdo¨s and Lovasz were apparently the first to consider weak vertex
coloring of hypergraphs [14]. Later Berge formalized the notion of the weak
and strong chromatic number of a hypergraph[1]. It is clearly that every
Steiner triple system is a uniform hypergraph. The chromatic numbers of
Steiner triple systems were first studied by Rosa[12]. There are many papers
about the coloring of Steiner triple systems, such as [13], [6] and [5]. But the
defining set of the coloring of hypergraphs and Steiner triple systems is not
explored yet.
Throughout this paper we study 3-chromatic Steiner triple systems
(weak coloring) and use a fixed set of colors C = {R,G, Y }. Consider the
color classes size with ci, i = 1, 2, 3, we describe (c1, c2, c3) as a coloring
pattern of 3-coloring of STS(v), such that c1 ≥ c2 ≥ c3.
Lemma 1.1. ([6]) If v > 7, then c1 ≤ r. (The parameter r = v−12 is the
number of blocks of a Steiner triple system in which each point appears.)
We introduce the concept of defining set for Steiner triple systems, col-
orings.
According to definition of defining set of vertex coloring of graphs, a set
of elements with an assignment of colors to them is a defining set of a Steiner
triple system, STS(v), if there exists a unique extension of the colors of this
set, to a 3-coloring of the elements of STS(v). The size of the smallest defining
set for an STS(v) is called defining number, and denoted by d(STS(v), 3). The
defining number for all Steiner triple systems of order v is
d(v, 3) = min{d(STS(v), 3)}.
The size of the largest minimal defining set for an STS(v) is also interesting
and is denoted by D(STS(v), 3), and the size of the largest minimal defining
set for all Steiner triple systems of order v is
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D(v, 3) = max{D(STS(v), 3)}.
We define the spectrum of defining number of all Steiner triple systems of
order v as
spec(d(STS(v), 3)) = {n| ∃ STS(v), d(STS(v), 3) = n}.
And the spectrum of the size of the largest minimal defining set for all Steiner
triple systems of oder v is
spec(D(STS(v), 3)) = {n| ∃ STS(v), D(STS(v), 3) = n}.
In this paper we study d(v, 3) and D(v, 3) for each admissible v. Also, we
determined spec(d(STS(v), 3)) and spec(D(STS(v), 3)), for v ≤ 15.
2. Defining sets for small orders
Up to isomorphism, there are a unique STS(7), a unique STS(9), two STS(13)s,
and the eighty STS(15)s [3].
We have found spec(d(STS(v), 3)) and spec(D(STS(v), 3)), by computer,
for 7 ≤ v ≤ 15. The results are presented by the Tables in the appendix.
• v = 7
Let the unique STS(7) be given by V = {0, 1, . . . , 6} and the blocks
obtained by the mapping i→ (i+ 1)(mod 7) on the base block B = {0, 1, 3}.
The possible coloring patterns are (c1, c2, c3) = (4, 2, 1); (3, 3, 1) or(3, 2, 2)
([6]). We determined the defining set in all coloring patterns, the results
show that d(STS(7), 3) = d(7, 3) = 6, and D(STS(7), 3) = D(7, 3) = 6 (See
Table 2 in appendix).
• v = 9
Let the unique STS(9) be given by V = {0, 1, 2, . . . , 8}, and blocks
B = {{0, 1, 2}, {0, 3, 6}, {0, 4, 8}, {0, 5, 7}, {3, 4, 5}, {1, 4, 7}, {1, 5, 6}, {1, 3, 8},
{6, 7, 8}, {2, 5, 8}, {2, 3, 7}, {2, 4, 6}}.
The possible coloring patterns are (c1, c2, c3) = (4, 4, 1); (4, 3, 2) or (3, 3, 3)
([6]). We determined the defining set in all coloring patterns, the results
show that d(STS(9), 3) = d(9, 3) = 7, and D(STS(9), 3) = D(9, 3) = 9 (See
Tables 3 and 4 in appendix).
• v = 13
One of the STS(13)s is given by V = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}
and the blocks obtained by the mapping i → (i + 1)(mod 13) on the two
base blocks {{0, 1, 4}, {0, 2, 7}}. The second STS(13) is formed by replac-
ing the blocks {0, 1, 4}, {0, 2, 7}, {2, 4, 9}, {7, 9, 1} in the above system by the
blocks {2, 7, 9}, {1, 4, 9}, {0, 1, 7}, {0, 2, 4}. The possible coloring patterns are
(c1, c2, c3) = (6, 5, 2); (6, 4, 3); (5, 5, 3) or (5, 4, 4) for both systems ([6]). We
determined the defining set in all coloring patterns for both of them with com-
puter programming, and the results show that d(STS(13), 3) = d(13, 3) = 6,
and D(STS(13), 3) = D(13, 3) = 11 (See Tables 5 and 6 in appendix).
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• v = 15
We know, up to isomorphism, there are eighty STS(15)s [3]. The pos-
sible coloring patterns are (c1, c2, c3) = (7, 5, 3); (7, 4, 4); (6, 6, 3); (6, 5, 4) or
(5, 5, 5). But system ]1, (]1 in the listing of [3]), has only one coloring pat-
tern (c1, c2, c3) = (5; 5; 5), and system ]7 has only two coloring patterns
(c1, c2, c3) = (6; 5; 4)or(5; 5; 5), also systems ]79 and ]80 have three color-
ing patterns (c1, c2, c3) = (6; 6; 3); (6; 5; 4)or(5; 5; 5). ([6]). We determined the
defining number in all coloring patterns for all of them, the results showed
that
d(STS]l(15), 3) =
 7 if l = 15 if l ∈ {40, 56, 68}
6 otherwise
Then spec(d(STS(15), 3)) = {5, 6, 7}, and d(15, 3) = 5.
Also, the results showed that D(STS]1(15), 3) = 7, D(STS]7(15), 3) = 10,
and for l ∈ {74, 77, 80}, D(STS]l(15), 3) = 15. The size of the largest minimal
defining set for the rest of STS(15) are 11 or 13.
Hence, spec(D(STS(15), 3)) = {7, 10, 11, 13, 15}, andD(15, 3) = 15. As shown
in Tables 7 and 8 for minimum defining set and Tables 9 and 10 for the largest
minimal defining set in appendix.
A summary of results are presented in the Table 1.
Table 1. Spectrums and defining numbers of STS(v), for
7 ≤ v ≤ 15.
v 7 9 13 15
spec(d(STS(v), 3)) {6} {7} {6} {5, 6, 7}
spec(D(STS(v), 3)) {6} {9} {11} {7, 10, 11, 13, 15}
d(v, 3) 6 7 6 5
D(v, 3) 6 9 11 15
3. General Results
Theorem 3.1. Let STS(v), v > 3, be 3-chromatic, and S be the strong defining
set for STS(v). Then ∀v d(STS(v), 3) ≥ 6.
Proof. Suppose we use three colors, red, yellow and green for coloring of
STS(v). To force the color of an element such as a, we must have a pair of
blocks, say {a, b, c} and {a, d, e}, in which the colors of elements {b, c, d, e}
are given and the color of b and c, are the same, say red, and the color of
d and e, also the same but different from red, say yellow. These will force
the color of a to be green. Now, five vertices are colored and four of them,
are in the defining set. Since λ = 1, there is no another block having mono-
colored elements from {a, b, c, d, e}, but there are blocks with one elements
from {a, b, c, d, e}. Thus we need to have at least two elements in the defining
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set to be able to force the color of a new element. Therefore, the strong
defining set,S, has at least six elements. 
Rosa and Colbourn introduce the concept of a uniquely colorable Steiner
triple system[14]. This is defined to be an m-chromatic STS(v), in which any
m-coloring of the system produces the same partition of the set V into m
color classes.
Proposition 3.2. ∀v ≥ 25, d(v, 3) = 2.
Proof. According to uniquely coloring, if Graph (Hypergraph) G, has this
coloring then d(G,χ) = χ − 1. Since it is enough to choose one vertex from
each χ−1 coloring classes, consequently the color of remaining vertices of the
graph will be defined. We knew that there exists for every admissible v ≥ 25,
a uniquely 3-colorable Steiner triple system [5]. Hence for every admissible
v ≥ 25, there exists an STS(v) with coloring defining number 2. Therefore,
∀v ≥ 25, d(v, 3) = 2. 
Remark that, according to proposition 3.2, If a STS(v) has uniquely
3−colorable then its defining set is weak.
Theorem 3.3. For each n ≥ 1, there exits an L = STS(6n + 3) such that
D(L, 3) = 6n+ 3. Therefor, D(6n+ 3, 3) = 6n+ 3.
Proof. Considering the Bose construction ([7]), we construct one 3-colorable
STS(v) for each v = 6n+ 3. Note that in the Bose construction the elements
are V = Q×{1, 2, 3}, whereQ = {1, 2, . . . , 2n+1} is an idempotent symmetric
Latin square (or (Q, ◦) is an idempotent commutative quasigroup) of order
(2n+ 1), and the blocks are defined as
B =
{
{(x, 1), (x, 2), (x, 3)} | x ∈ Q
}
∪{
{(x, i), (y, i), (x ◦ y, i+ 1 (mod 3))} | x, y ∈ Q, x < y, i = 1, 2, 3
}
·
See Figure 1. If we take the second components of any ordered pairs of V ,
as the color of the elements of blocks, then the pattern of coloring is (2n +
1, 2n + 1, 2n + 1). On the other hand, according to the Figure 1, if we use
red color for elements of the first row, yellow color for elements of the second
row, and green color for elements of the third row then we have pattern of
coloring (2n+ 1, 2n+ 1, 2n+ 1). For this patten coloring, the defining set is
all of elements of design. Because according to this coloring, if the color of all
elements except of one element such as x, are defined, then the color of x is
not defined (See Figure 1). Therefore, V is the minimum defining set for this
coloring. Hence, for any V = 6n+ 3 we can construct one STS(v) such that
the size of largest minimal defining set is 6n+3, so D(6n+3, 3) = 6n+3. 
Theorem 3.4. For each n ≥ 1, there exits an M = STS(6n + 1) such that
D(M, 3) ≥ 5n+ 1. Therefore, D(6n+ 1, 3) ≥ 5n+ 1.
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Figure 1. The blocks of STS(v) are constructed with Bose
construction [7].
Proof. Considering the Skolem construction ([7]), we construct one 3-colorable
STS(v) for each v = 6n+1. Note that in the Skolem construction the elements
are V = (Q × {1, 2, 3}) ∪ {∞}, where Q = {1, 2, . . . , 2n} is a half idempo-
tent symmetric Latin square (or (Q, ◦) is a half idempotent commutative
quasigroup) of order 2n, and the blocks are defined as
B =
{
{(x, 1), (x, 2), (x, 3)} | x ∈ Q, 1 ≤ x ≤ n
}
∪{
{∞, (x+ n, i), (x, i+ 1 (mod 3))} | x ∈ Q, 1 ≤ x ≤ n, i = 1, 2, 3
}
∪{
{(x, i), (y, i), (x ◦ y, i+ 1 (mod 3))} | x, y ∈ Q, x < y, i = 1, 2, 3
}
·
See Figure 2. If we color elements of V except ∞ similarly to the Bose con-
struction and take the color of∞ as one of the three colors, say red, then the
coloring pattern is (2n+ 1, 2n+ 1, 2n+ 1). If the color of elements of the set
S = {(x, i) | i = 1, 2, x ∈ Q} ∪ {(x, 3) | x ∈ Q, 1 ≤ x ≤ n} ∪ {∞}
is defined, then according to the defined coloring, the color of the remaining
elements {(x + n, 3) | x ∈ Q, 1 ≤ x ≤ n} will be uniquely defined. Hence,
S is a defining set and |S| = 5n + 1. According to the block of design and
Figure 2, the element∞ always together with two other elements of different
color are in a block. that is why, the color of ∞ is not determined and must
belong to S. Let (x, i) be any element of S, by the mention of coloring, there
exists only one restriction for the coloring of (x, i) (See Figure 2). Hence, if
colors of all elements of S except (x, i) are known, we can not define the color
of (x, i), therefore (x, i) should belong to S. Hence, for any V = 6n + 1 we
can construct one STS(v) such that the size of largest minimal defining set
is 5n+ 1, so D(6n+ 1, 3) ≥ 5n+ 1. 
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Figure 2. The blocks of STS(v) are constructed with
Skolem construction [7].
Appendix
In the tables below, the color of the elements belonging to the defining set, S,
is indicated by capital letters. We denote defining number in coloring pattern
p by dp(STS(v), 3). With computer programming, we found minimum and
the largest minimal defining set in all coloring patterns.
• STS(7): In the STS(7), minimum defining set and the largest minimal
defining set occurred in each of coloring pattern. The results, are shown in
Table 2. We can easily check that in each of the cases S = {0, 1, ..., 5} is a
minimum defining set, and also the largest minimal defining set.
• STS(9): In the STS(9), minimum defining set occurred in coloring patterns
p = (3, 3, 2) and p = (3, 3, 3), and the largest minimal defining set occurred
in coloring pattern p = (3, 3, 3). The results, are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 2. Minimum defining set for STS(7)
p = (c1, c2, c3) dp(STS(7), 3) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
p = (4, 2, 1) 6 R R R G G R y
p = (3, 3, 1) 6 R R R G G G y
p = (3, 2, 2) 6 R R R G G Y y
Table 3. Minimum defining set for STS(9)
p = (c1, c2, c3) dp(STS(9), 3) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
p = (3, 3, 2) 7 R G G G R R R y y
p = (3, 3, 3) 7 R r g R G Y Y G Y
Table 4. The largest minimal defining set for STS(9)
p = (c1, c2, c3) D(STS(9), 3) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
p = (3, 3, 3) 9 R G G Y R R G Y Y
• STS(13): In the STS(13), minimum and the largest minimal defining set
occurred in coloring pattern p = (5, 4, 4). The results, as shown in Tables 5
and 6.
Table 5. Minimum defining set for STS(13)
No: (c1, c2, c3) dp(STS(13), 3) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
]1 (5, 4, 4) 6 y R G y R g y G r Y g R r
]2 (5, 4, 4) 6 G Y G G r R r R g y y y y
Table 6. The largest minimal defining set for STS(13)
No: (c1, c2, c3) D(STS(13), 3) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
]1 (5, 4, 4) 11 R G Y Y G Y G R Y Y G r r
]2 (5, 4, 4) 11 R G R R G R G Y R Y G y y
• STS(15): Considering the computing results, for all STS(15), the small-
est minimum defining set and the largest minimal defining set is occorred
in coloring pattern p = (5, 5, 5). Hence, for minimizing the table, we only
mentioned defining set in this coloring pattern in the tables. The results, as
shown in Tables 7 to 10.
Note. The results show that, the minimum defining set of STS(7), STS(9)
and STS(13) are strong, but the minimum defining set for some of STS(15)s
are weak. For example, the minimum defining set for STS]40(15) is weak.
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Table 7. Minimum defining set for STS(15)
No: d(STS(15), 3) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
]1 7 R G R G R y g G g R y y r y y
]2 6 R G g Y r R g Y r R g g y y y
]3 6 R G g Y G y y G r y R y r r g
]4 6 R R g G g Y r Y r y y R g y g
]5 6 R G g Y r R g Y r R g g y y y
]6 6 R R g Y y r Y G y g r R g y g
]7 6 R r g Y G R g Y y y R g y g r
]8 6 R G Y g G y y G r y R r y g r
]9 6 R G Y g g y r R y Y G g r y r
]10 6 R R G g r g Y g R g y Y r y y
]11 6 R G Y y r g g R y Y G r y r g
]12 6 R R G Y r g g r Y y y R y g g
]13 6 R G g Y r R g R y y r G y y g
]14 6 R G Y r g y R G g y R y r y g
]15 6 R G G y y y g R y g R r G r y
]16 6 R G Y r G g r Y G y y r y g r
]17 6 R G Y g R r g Y y r y g R y g
]18 6 R G Y g G y r G r r y y r g Y
]19 6 R G y G r r g Y r y Y g r Y g
]20 6 R G Y y r Y r G g y y g r R g
]21 6 R G Y R y r y g r Y y g G g r
]22 6 R G Y R y r g r g R y y y g G
]23 6 R R G Y G Y r r g y y r g y g
]24 6 R G Y G r r g y y Y G g r y r
]25 6 R G Y Y y R g r y g G g r y r
]26 6 R G Y Y r R g Y y g y g r r g
]27 6 R G Y Y r R g g g y y y R g r
]28 6 R G Y Y G y r g r y r g r Y g
]29 6 R G Y Y r R g Y y r g g g y r
]30 6 R G Y Y G y r r y r g g Y r g
]31 6 R R G G Y g r R g y y r g y y
]32 6 R G Y G Y r y r y G y r g g r
]33 6 R G Y Y G g r R g y y y r g r
]34 6 R G Y Y y R g g g y R g r y r
]35 6 R G Y Y G R y g g r y y r r g
]36 6 R G Y Y r R g r y r g G g y y
]37 6 R G Y G g y Y r y R g g r y r
]38 6 R G Y Y G g y g R r y y r g r
]39 6 R G Y G Y r y R g g y r y r g
]40 5 r r g G y g R r Y y y r Y g G
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Table 8. Minimum defining set for STS(15)
No: d(STS(15), 3) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
]41 6 R G Y Y G g r g R r g y r y y
]42 6 R G Y Y G g y r g r y Y r g r
]43 6 R G Y Y G R y r y g g y r r g
]44 6 R G Y Y G R y g g r y y r r g
]45 6 R G Y G Y y R y r g g r y g r
]46 6 R G Y Y G R y g y r g y r g r
]47 6 R G Y Y G R y r y g g y r g r
]48 6 R G Y Y r R g g y r g r g Y y
]49 6 R G Y G y y G R y g r r g r y
]50 6 R G Y G Y y R y r g g r y g r
]51 6 R G Y Y G R y r g g y y r g r
]52 6 R G Y Y G y y r g g R r g y r
]53 6 R G Y g R y Y R y r g g r y g
]54 6 R G Y Y y R y g r r g r Y g g
]55 6 R G Y Y G R y g g r y y r g r
]56 5 r r g y Y y r G G r g Y g y R
]57 6 R G Y Y G R y g g r y y r g r
]58 6 R G Y G Y y y r G g r g r y r
]59 6 R G Y G Y y R g y r y g r r g
]60 6 R G Y Y G R y g g y r r g r y
]61 6 R G Y Y r y r g y r g g r Y G
]62 6 R G Y R y y r r g g g R y y G
]63 6 R G Y G y r g r G r y r y Y g
]64 6 R G Y R y r G r g G r y y g y
]65 6 R G Y y R G g r y r g Y r y g
]66 6 R G Y R y G g G y r y g r y r
]67 6 R G Y R y r G G g r y r y y g
]68 5 R r g g y r y r g Y G r y G Y
]69 6 R G Y R y Y G y r g g r y r g
]70 6 R G Y G Y r g y r y y r g g R
]71 6 R G Y G Y y y g r r G g r r y
]72 6 R G Y Y G R y g g r g r y y r
]73 6 R G Y G Y y R y r g g r g y r
]74 6 R G Y G G r y g y y r Y r g r
]75 6 R G Y G Y r g r Y g r y g r y
]76 6 R G Y Y G r y r g g Y r g y r
]77 6 R G Y y R R g r G g y r g y y
]78 6 R G Y R G r y g g y R y y r g
]79 6 R G Y Y G r y g r y r g G y r
]80 6 R G Y R y Y r R g g g y y r g
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Table 9. The largest minimal defining set of STS(15)
No: D(STS(15), 3) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
]1 7 R G G G Y y y G r Y r r g y r
]2 11 R G r G r y r G Y Y G Y G G Y
]3 11 R G r G r y r G Y Y G Y G G Y
]4 11 R G Y R Y G r G G R y Y G y r
]5 11 R G r G Y Y G G r y r Y G G Y
]6 11 R G R R G R y R G R y G g R y
]7 10 R g g R Y R Y Y R R Y R y g g
]8 11 R R G r Y G Y G Y Y Y g R r g
]9 11 R R G Y G Y y R G G r Y G y r
]10 11 R G R Y G R y G R Y Y G g r y
]11 11 R G G R G Y y G R Y y y R G r
]12 11 R R G Y Y G r Y Y Y G g R r g
]13 11 R R G G Y r Y Y Y Y G g R r g
]14 11 R R G G r Y Y Y Y Y G g R r g
]15 11 R G R Y Y G g R G R y g R y Y
]16 11 R R g Y y y y R G G R G R R G
]17 11 R G R G Y Y g R G R y g R y Y
]18 11 R G G Y G R y R Y G Y G r y r
]19 11 R G R Y G R y G R Y r Y Y g g
]20 11 R R G Y G Y y G Y R y r G g R
]21 11 R G G G Y R y R Y G G Y r y r
]22 11 R R G Y G Y r Y Y Y G g R r g
]23 13 R G r R Y G Y y R G G Y R Y G
]24 11 R G G Y G Y R R g G y y R Y r
]25 11 R R G G Y Y Y G Y r y G r R g
]26 11 R R G Y Y Y G r Y G Y g r R g
]27 13 R G G Y r Y R G G y R Y R Y G
]28 11 R G R Y Y G y G r Y G r G R y
]29 11 R G R Y Y G y G r Y G r G R y
]30 11 R G R G Y Y r Y Y R g G Y r g
]31 11 R G R Y Y R G Y g G r y Y R g
]32 11 R G Y Y Y G R R y R g g Y r G
]33 13 R G g Y Y R G G R Y Y R G R y
]34 11 R G R G R Y Y G R r y y Y G g
]35 13 R G G R Y r Y Y G Y R G G R y
]36 11 R G R G R Y Y R G r y Y y g G
]37 11 R G G G Y R Y R y G G Y r y r
]38 11 R R G Y G Y Y G r R g r G y Y
]39 11 R R G G R R G Y Y Y y r g y G
]40 11 R G G Y G Y R Y R R y y r G g
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Table 10. The largest minimal defining set of STS(15)
No: D(STS(15), 3) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
]41 13 R G G Y R Y r Y G Y R y R G G
]42 13 R G R R G R y G R Y Y g G Y Y
]43 11 R G R R G Y Y G R y r G g y Y
]44 11 R G R Y Y G R Y y G g y r G R
]45 11 R G R Y Y G R Y y G Y r G g r
]46 13 R G R R G R y G R Y Y g G Y Y
]47 13 R R G G Y R G Y y Y Y R G G r
]48 13 R G G Y G Y R Y R R Y y R g G
]49 13 R R G G Y R G Y Y y Y R G G r
]50 13 R G R G Y Y G R G Y Y G R y r
]51 13 R G R Y Y G R Y Y G g R y R G
]52 11 R G R G R Y Y Y Y g g r G R y
]53 11 R R G G Y R G Y y Y y r G G r
]54 13 R G r G Y R Y G G R y Y G Y R
]55 13 R R G G Y R G Y Y Y y R G G r
]56 13 R G G Y R Y G y R G G Y r Y R
]57 13 R R G G Y R G Y Y Y y R G G r
]58 13 R G G Y R Y G y R G G Y r Y R
]59 11 R G G Y R Y G R g G r y y R Y
]60 13 R G R G R y R Y Y G g Y Y R G
]61 11 R G Y R Y G g R Y Y r Y G g r
]62 11 R G G R Y G g Y G Y r y R r Y
]63 13 R G Y G G R y Y R Y R G G Y r
]64 11 R G Y R G Y Y G R Y y r g G r
]65 13 R R G G R R G y R Y Y g G Y Y
]66 13 R G g G R y R Y Y G R R G Y Y
]67 13 R G G R Y G Y Y R Y R Y r g G
]68 13 R R G R G G R Y Y Y y Y G R g
]69 13 R R G R G G R Y Y Y Y y R G g
]70 13 R G Y Y Y R G R G R G Y y r G
]71 13 R G G G G y R r Y R Y Y R Y G
]72 13 R G Y Y Y G R R G R G Y G r y
]73 11 R G R Y Y G R Y Y R G g g y r
]74 15 R G R G R Y Y R G R G Y Y Y G
]75 13 R G R G R Y Y R g R G Y y Y G
]76 11 R R G R G G Y R g G Y r y y Y
]77 15 R G R Y Y G R G R Y G R G Y Y
]78 11 R G Y G R Y Y G r Y Y g r g R
]79 11 R G Y Y Y G R R G R g y Y r g
]80 15 R G Y Y R Y R G G G G R Y R Y
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